


D®lf Light tower

Compact Series 
i9T one of the best selling series lighting towers, has been 
widely used in the area where lighting is required and highly 
recognized by users worldwide due to its compact dimension 
and reliability. The innovative design on the driven way of 
mast lifting system-electric and manual integrated winch 

has made i9T the most cost-effective model. The series 
can be equipped with metal halide and LED light, the illumi
nated area of one 4x 1 000W metal halide light tower can 
achieve 4200m2 and one 4x300W LED light tower can be up 

to sooom2
. 

II 9 meters 
Height up to 

100L !I Lumens 
B • 440.000 

Diesel -
Maximum 

Features: 

- Mast can be extended up to 9 meters

1!!11 359
° 

manual 
liil Rotation 

- Electric and manual integrated lifting system

D 

Application 

�] Construction sites 

[ t 4 J Ro d-bridge Repairing works

[ 'I:, ] Outdoor sports

� Emergency services 

[fb] Oil field & mining

Electric & Manual 
Integrated lifting system 

(Mast can be fully raised in a dozen seconds through toggle switch in electric 

mode, manual mode as an auxiliary in case electric mode fails to perform) 

- 6 sections vertical 359°rotated mast

- 80 µm powder coated canopy

- Flip-open door and all components easily accessible

- Compact design, maximum 16 units per single truck

- Hot galvanized mast

- Stainless steel wire rope

- Jockey wheel included

- 4xextensible stabilizing legs with locking pin

- Electrical controller with LCD display screen

- Emergency stop button

- Individual circuit breaker for each light

- 2x195/70R14 wheels

- 1 x IP67 Output socket

Available options: 

- Removable centre lifting point

Additional auxiliary power outputs

- Special tool kits

CE certified model 

16 Units Per Truck 
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Dimensions 

_2120mm 

Maximum dimensions (in working) (L X w X H) 2420 X 2580X 9000 

Minimum dimensions (in transport) (L X w X H) 1150 X 1360X 2570 

Dimensions described in the data sheet based on standard products 

Loading quantity 

6 units/20GP 16 units/40HQ 

*Some parts to be dismantled for container shipment

Light coverage 

Metal halide {4x1 000W) LED light (4x300W) 

In line with our policy of continuous improvement on products, we reserve the right to change technical specification without prior notice 
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C BETON TROWEL NV

Nijverheidsstraat 10, BE-1840 Londerzeel-Belgium
Tel: +32 (0)52 315 350
Info@betontrowel.com
www.betontrowel.com




